What is a GO (general obligation) bond?
A bond is an authorization for a municipality to go into debt and to establish a tax rate to pay off the debt over
time. The bond pays for capital projects like streets and may not be used for regular operational costs like
salaries or supplies.
General obligation bonds (GO Bonds) are municipal bonds which provide a way for state and local governments
to raise money for projects that may not generate a revenue stream directly.

What will the cost be for individual taxpayers?
The bond issue requires no tax increase. The city’s levy will remain unchanged at $1.3305 per one hundred
dollars assessed valuation of real and personal property.

How is it possible to issue bonds without a tax increase?
Thanks to good financial management by the City Council, the City of Belton is in a position to ask for bonds
without raising taxes. This is a result of aggressively paying off existing debts and refinancing for better rates.
Because of this, we have room in our state-set debt limit to take on additional debt with no tax increase. We
will continue to carefully monitor our debt and interest rates in order to save taxpayer dollars.

How will the funds be spent?
•
•
•
•

20 MORE miles of streets reconstructed
90,000 MORE feet of curb replaced
115 MORE sidewalk ramps - ADA compliant
The overall goal is for all streets in Belton to rate
satisfactory or higher, per Pavement Condition Index (PCI)
rating.

There is more to do after the city recently completed the reconstruction of 17.5 miles of residential roads and
48,000 feet of curb and brought 113 sidewalk ramps into ADA compliance. These upgrades were made possible
by voter approval of GO bonds in 2018. This issuance of GO bonds would be the second phase of a multiple
phase plan.

How many streets do we have within the city?
The city has over 265 lane miles of streets. A lane mile is the length of streets in miles multiplied by the number
of lanes. There are 18 miles of arterials, 35 miles of collectors, and 67 miles of residential streets. 60% of our
streets are improved streets (built with curb and gutter and storm sewer) and the other 40% are unimproved,
meaning they were built with shoulders or ditches with no curb or storm sewer.
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What is the condition of our streets?
Belton has over 41% of streets that were constructed in the 1950s or earlier and over 88% built before 2000.
The streets were not constructed per the city’s current specifications and the depth of pavement and type of
subgrade varies on these older streets. When there is not adequate pavement and subgrade to support traffic,
the street deteriorates faster and requires more frequent and costly maintenance and repairs.

If the bond is approved, how will the city determine what streets to maintain/repair first?
The city contracted with StanTec to determine the PCI for each street segment in the city. StanTec uses
specialized vehicles to rate the condition of each street based on the quantity and type of pavement cracks and
roughness. Based on this data, a PCI was determined for each street.

What is a Pavement Condition Index (PCI) and how is it determined?
The Pavement Condition Index (PCI) is determined from measuring roughness, surface distresses or cracks in
the existing pavement. When pavement is newly constructed, it is assigned a PCI value of 100 (Excellent rating).
Under repeated traffic loadings, weathering and general aging, the pavement surface begins to deteriorate.
These changes can be measured by distresses such as cracks, raveling and potholes. As this occurs, the PCI and
street condition drops. Streets with a PCI below 70 are considered Fair, and streets below 55 are considered
Poor per industry standards.

If the street bond passes, what streets are eligible for funding?
All city public streets within Belton are eligible for funding from the bond, except streets maintained by
MoDOT. MoDOT streets include 58 Highway and Cedar Street/Highway Y.
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